A methodology for developing an advanced communications system for the Deaf in a new domain is 27 presented in this paper. This methodology is a user-centred design approach consisting of four main 28 steps: requirement analysis, parallel corpus generation, technology adaptation to the new domain, and 29 finally, system evaluation. During the requirement analysis, both the user and technical requirements 30 are evaluated and defined. For generating the parallel corpus, it is necessary to collect Spanish sentences 31 in the new domain and translate them into LSE (Lengua de Signos Española: Spanish Sign Language). LSE 32 is represented by glosses and using video recordings. This corpus is used for training the two main mod- 33 ules of the advanced communications system to the new domain: the spoken Spanish into the LSE trans- 34 lation module and the Spanish generation from the LSE module. The main aspects to be generated are the 35 vocabularies for both languages (Spanish words and signs), and the knowledge for translating in both 36 directions. Finally, the field evaluation is carried out with deaf people using the advanced communica- 37 tions system to interact with hearing people in several scenarios. In this evaluation, the paper proposes 38 several objective and subjective measurements for evaluating the performance. In this paper, the new 39 considered domain is about dialogues in a hotel reception. Using this methodology, the system was 40 developed in several months, obtaining very good performance: good translation rates (10% Sign Error 41 Rate) with small processing times, allowing face-to-face dialogues. ld [32] . To be deaf means to The main features of the corpus are summarised in Table 2 .
Introduction

338
These features are divided into whether the sentence was spoken 339 by the receptionist or the customer. The language model has been generated from scratch using The language translation module has a hierarchical structure di-440 vided into two main steps (Fig. 5) . In the first step, a memory- 
503
When both words present the same behaviour (the same vec-504 tors), the probability difference tends towards 0. Otherwise, when 505 there is no overlap between translation vectors, the sum of the word-sign GIZA++ alignments [24] . Given the lexical model, the 564 tag associated to a given word is the sign with the highest proba-565 bility of being the translation of this word. But this tag is assigned 566 only if this probability is higher than a threshold otherwise it is 567 kept as it is. If the most probable sign is ''NULL'' and its probability 568 is higher than this threshold, this word will tagged with the ''non- mt.org/wmt11/) (Fig. 6) .
586
The phrase model has been trained starting from a word align-587 ment computed using GIZA++ [24] . GIZA++ is a statistical machine Finally, the last step is phrase scoring. In this step, the transla- sented. This interval is calculated using the following formula: Table 4 , all improvements between differ-650 ent approaches are higher than the confidence intervals.
651
As is shown in Table 4 , memory-based and statistical strategies 652 have SER of more than 20%. Table 4 and flexibility when the system is trained with a small parallel 665 corpus.
666
For the field evaluation presented in Section 7, the memory-667 based and phrase-based translation modules were trained using 668 the whole receptionist's part of the corpus. can be easily used through distributed rendering approaches [11] .
714
In order to adapt the representation module to a new domain, and fear) and the Emotional Strength (ES) (on a 0-100% scale). in Table 3 ).
859
The system was evaluated by four deaf customers (two female generation module are included in Table 7 . 905 As is shown, the good translation rate and the short translation 
916
In order to expand this analysis, Questions answered the first time (Table 6) (Table 7) À0.35 (p = 0.123) À0.13 (p = 0.214) 0.52 (p = 0.077) Percentage of times the receptionists had to repeat an utterance (Table 5) À0.26 (p = 0.245) À0.02 (p = 0.422) 0.41 (p = 0.056)
